Relaxation of polar order in suspensions with Quincke effect.
The Quincke effect--spontaneous rotation of dielectric particles in a liquid with low conductivity under the action of an electric field--is considered. The distribution functions for the orientation of particle rotation planes are introduced and a set of nonlinear kinetic equations is derived in the mean field approximation considering the dynamics of their orientation in the flow induced by rotating particles. As a result the nonequilibrium phase transition to the polar order, if the concentration of the particles is sufficiently high, is predicted and the condition of the synchronization of particle rotations is established. Two cases are considered: the layer of the Quincke suspension with one free boundary and the ensemble of the particles rolling on the solid wall under the action of a torque in an electric field. It is shown that in both cases the synchronization of particle rotations occurs due to the hydrodynamic interactions. In the limit of small spatial nonhomogeneity a set of nonlinear partial differential equations for the macroscopic variables--the concentration and the director of the polar order--is derived from the kinetic equation. Its properties are analyzed and compared with available recent experimental results.